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Essay

Before beginning my bachelor degree, I gained experience in a 
wide range of visual tools. In the long run, I found that I was not 
SPECIALIZED enough in certain aspects of graphic design.  
I also lacked the RESEARCH and depth in some of my assignments.
     I realized that I would like to specialize more in BOOK DESIGN 
and LEGIBILITY of DATA within this medium. I do not want to lose 
sight of the connection with the DIGITAL because I believe that 
this digital environment is important now and will become more 
important in the future. I feel that it is increasingly important for me 
to design in a way that is useful to SOCIETY. For example, I seek to 
make more information available to audiences, increase legibility or 
filter out (un)necessary information by means of design.
     This development is in line within my BACHELOR PROJECT 96 – 

112, in which I explored how to convert raw ARCHIVED data first to 
a digital format and then to a book without affecting the material in 
order to make it usable for a wider audience.
     Beginning this course of study has allowed me to focus more on 
my goals, especially in this master year. Feedback and criticism are 
incredibly important, and I always try to learn from them. The value 
of feedback is why it is important to have professional teachers to 
accompany you on this path and provide direction.
 
In the following text I explain parts of my developments and what 
inspires me. The keywords written in capital letters were used to 
define my work and form a CODEX. They also facilitate navigation of 
the book; the numbers correspond to specific work.

During my studies I have been active as an attendant at ARTIST 
INITIATIVE HEDAH and helped facilitate its programming. I am 
interested in visual arts and enjoyed speaking with artists about their 
work and trends in the art world.

After graduating, I became a member of Hedah’s board, and 
PROGRAMMING exhibitions and films was the bulk of my work. 
For example, I initiated the project COLABS 1, in collaboration 
with another board member. This project aimed foster cooperation 
between fine arts students as different academies in the 
Netherlands, Germany and Belgium.
     We felt the need to facilitate such exchanges because they were 
not occurring in Maastricht and students felt that they needed 
these opportunities. This time was intensive because it involved a 
two-week working period in which Hedah and the students were in 
constant contact; there was a great dynamic between the people. 
This period has influenced and stimulated my behaviour and thinking 
both personally and professionally. Discussions with students and 
artists have provided me with a broader framework of thought.

To work with JASPER COPPES and PAUL GEELEN 2 at Hedah 
inspired me in my further autonomous and later graphic work, in 
which I tried to establish new CONNECTIONS between the work 
and its place in the SPACE.
     Jasper crafted subtle sculptures to create an apparent reality 
and played with the element of COLLECTIONS. For example, he 
placed stones in new locations in the exhibition space often within 
a particular GRID. Paul examined how OBJECTS interacted in the 
space by letting a snail crawl on a copper plate, often outside a 
particular CONTEXT. Their work made me feel more aware of my 
own work and how it relates or interacts when placed in a space.  

 I was also intrigued by the ways that artist JOHAN OUDE 
HERGELINK 3 made and dealt with his work. He PRESENTED a 
large quantity of ballpoint drawings one-by-one in plastic sleeves 
put together in indexes.
     These sleeves were presented in such a way that they also 
participated in the exhibition. The series of drawings was placed to 
sleeves and attached to the wall with a simple needle. Because the 
drawings were presented in this way, they received an extra LAYER 
to it and eventually told more about the artist himself. Therefor it was

 a reason for me to use it as a guideline throughout the exhibition.

Several designers designed Hedah printed matter during time. I was 
also able to design some products such as Hedah’s dynamic logo. 
The logo consists of five SQUARES 5 including the letters of the 
name that can be combined in different FORMS. Squares are also a 
central form in the design of the invitations and posters. I searched 
for a CONCEPT and added information that any person at Hedah 
could use as a template in a MODULAR SYSTEM. I first started to 
sketch and try different options. Eventually the main design was 
reduced to squares as a visual language. The names of artists and title 
of the exhibition follow the gridlines in the square and determine 
how the TEXT is placed.

Looking back, I feel that the design of the logo was successful, 
but the invitation and poster designs are too simple. 6 Now that 
I have more experience, I would also make grids for the number 
of LETTERS within WORDS so that the design is still useful in a 
template but brings more COMPLEXITY and variation to designs. 
Additionally, the colour schemes are too busy and reduce the 
legibility of the designs. I found it interesting how the sizes of the 
words behave in the lines of the divided squares and how the lines 
and words colour plays a contrasting role in their background colour.

I also made a SERIE of posters for the film nights. 8 – 10 I wanted 
to create the posters in a SOBER white-on-black style and use a 
recognizable design that suited Hedah’s identity. In a simple and 
abstract way, the concept of the FILM, VIDEO or DOCUMENTARY 
is shown in the recessed shape of a square. The black background 
is a reference to the dark basement where the FILM SCREENINGS 
took place. 7 & 11 In this design I already see strong attempts at 
STRUCTURING and SIMPLIFICATION that I now often see in my 
graphic work.
     The clear and often sober work of OTTO TREUMANN, WIM 
CROUWEL and, more recently, EXPERIMENTAL JETSET has been
a source of inspiration. Their METHODOLOGY of structure, 
MINIMIZATION and functionality have been fruitful for my own later 
work.

Hedah has broadened my NETWORK and offered me opportunities in 
my field of work.
For example, the JAN VAN EYCK ACADEMY ensured that I came 
into contact with MATT MULLICAN, an American artist who performs 
certain actions under hypnosis and captures them on video. 
     In addition to offering him a residency at Hedah, I worked in his 
living archive. He was searching for someone who could CODE and 
DIGITALIZE his GESTURES from this archive (consisting of drawings 
and videos made over a 30-year period) and make the information 
insightful in new ways; accuracy was important.

     In consultation, I explored how I could best explore these gestures 
codes. I also sought a method that would be usable afterward for 
another artist initiative called “If I Can’t Dance, I Don’t Want To Be 
Part Of Your Revolution” (IICD). The initiative wanted to develop 
new choreography with these filtered gestures. I watched all 17 
videos second-by-second and extracted the 29 most important 
gestures that appeared in the performances. I then processed these 
gestures one by one into 29 VIDEO MONTAGES of this 30-year 
TIMEFRAME.  17 – 21  
     This resulted in an alienating product because the actions and 
their repetitions were taken out of context. As a collection the videos 
are included in the exhibition at Hedah 24 – 28 and the Haus der Kunst 
in München. “If I Can’t Dance” used these videos and codes to 
develop new choreography.
     This project inspired me to transform the physical to a digital 
format and develop a methodology to use the performances again 
in a physical way. This dual TRANSFER can be seen later in my 
work for Hedah’s digital archive and the archive as a physic book. 
Furthermore, this project has given me a process-oriented approach 
to addressing and (re-)structuring a certain AMOUNT of information 
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and fuelled my love for archives.

Another journey I made as a freelancer was more focused on IMAGE 
INVENTION than (re-)structuring information within a SYSTEM.

I applied this method in assignments for theatre  companies 31 –35 in 
particular. ANTHON BEEKE and STUDIO MATUSIAK have been 
inspiring. They both make a poster design out of EXPERIMENTS. 
Athon Beeke was an innovative image inventor in his time. Political 
activism and engagement formed a major driving force in outings. 
Paulina Matusiak used deeper layers in her work. I do not think that 
all of her work is equally beautiful and balanced, but her sometimes-
disruptive designs have some strength to them; they do not comply 
with custom codes. I find this discord interesting because the 
experiment may fail and eventually cause INNOVATION.
     Moreover, I also found STUDIO DUMBAR and FONS HICKMANN 
(M23) to be inspirational over time. They both seem to combine 
systematic clearness in communication with a contradictory 
exuberance, especially in their cultural posters. I think they have 
been highly successful in making cultural posters and also other 
printed matters during a long time now.

Personally, I have mixed feelings about my own designs for 
theatre companies such as HUIS VAN BOURGONDIË, GOTRA 
and TONEELGROEP MAASTRICHT. On the one hand, I have 
experimented extensively with photography and imagery, cinematic 
aspects, collages, drawings, stamps, templates, exposure and 
makeup. On the other hand, I find that not all of my experiments 
have succeeded in their final version. Now I find them to be too 
chaotic and kitsch; the atmospheric layers of the images often fail to 
make a clear statement.
     Overall, I think these experiments were necessary to move forward 
and push my own BOUNDARIES.

If you working for clients usually there is little time to finish 
assignments, therefor it is necessary to get to the core and work 
quickly. I am glad that I had the opportunity to take time to 
experiment, even if I failed to some extent sometimes.
     My image interventions are becoming more ABSTRACT and 
MINIMAL over time. Perhaps it is because I desire SEVERITY, 
BALANCE, a kind of PRAGMATISM and space, as in the more 
legible and FUNCTIONAL system of the previous designs, which are 
a reaction to this image violence. 

In addition to the selected projects, others were important to my 
development. However, they do not fit as well into the thread of the 
essay. I have shown some of these influences through DETAILS in a 
separate visual poster to form a CONTRAST with the clear images in 
the bound portfolio.
     In a lot of these experiments, sketches or try-outs, I see 
PLAYFULNESS and use of different TECHNIQUES, which I slowly 
lost in order to gain access to the core in terms of design and 
concept. Hence I have put a loose poster in the middle of the book to 
give a separated overview.

In conclusion, I find my previous graphic work to be too 
FRAGMENTED. If I am very critical, it is not all of high quality. The 
line connecting the different works is not clear enough. I notice that 
I wish to distance myself from it. I must note that the design outcome 
also depends on the type of project or assignment. Certain projects 
have more depth and they were spread over a longer period of time.
     In addition to working more in the MACRO TYPOGRAPHICAL 
field, I am also taking an increasingly structured approach. As a 
result, I am adding more layers and depth to my designs, as was 
the case in last year’s CATALOGUE. 65 – 72 Because I had more time 
and opportunity for reflection in last year’s study course than when 
meeting deadlines for clients, I was able to make my work more 
complete and of higher quality. I am much more aware of systematic 
thinking and always attempting to extract the maximum from a given 
timeframe. I also 

test the concept and its implementation continuously to understand 
whether they fit together well or complement each other. My work 
has become more whole of the last two years, and I feel that I can 
discuss it more effectively.

The (re-)structuring of certain information to filter new knowledge 
from it, is becoming more common in my work and especially my 
undergraduate project. I am researching the possibilities of how to
 make a readable, interesting and correctly designed whole in book 
form. It does not mean that the overall design immediately reveals all 
content. The mystery or wandering can also be a part of the concept. 
As a result, new narratives can be created or filtered out (and not vice 
versa, as was the case in previous work). I see the above-mentioned 
features of my work returning over the past two years. In the text 
below, I describe some examples.

In the ARTIST’S BOOK assignment, 58 – 61 I began with a combination 
of elements, such as photography, handwriting, date stamps and 
constructing a SUGGESTIVE story. I tried to bring these elements 
together to create an overview, a whole. The project acts as an 
archive. Interestingly, I find the combinations in which the memos 
interact with each other. Also, the book construction, that is 
originated from the process of searching for a complete solution 
for showing the total in one book, was satisfactory as a process and 
result.

In my work, I frequently make prints of sketches, as was definitely 
the case in the run-up to the catalogue. 65 – 72 I think that I made 
ten centimetres of prints or more. Much refining was done until a 
minimum of design existed to indicate the (sub)CATEGORIES. The 
numbers of the used objects were reduced to the same font size, and 
the texts were all in the same font (Akzidenz Grotesk). A grid was 
then applied.
     I explored the (architectural) modernist style in the time of 
BAUHAUS and THE SWISS INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHIC 
STYLE of the 1950’s. In Die neue Typographie, typographer and 
book designer JAN TSICHOLD pleaded for design rules that were 
both functional and experimental, such as use of only sans-serif 
fonts and a grid system (later on he found this manifesto to be too 
extreme). 
     CHRISTIAN LANGE’S Die Lange Liste is also passed in review, and 
his dealings with the archived collection of receipts from his parent’s 
company. These receipts are used as his lifeline throughout the book, 
resulting in a beautiful, simple, sober and structured whole.

The IDENTITY 73 – 90 of the most famous general cemetery in 
Maastricht had excellent material for making special routes. This 
situation gave me the opportunity to display many facets of this 
cemetery in another way. I put the suggestive photographs that I 
took at the cemetery into a grid structure to facilitate visualization of 
the routes.
     The finish of the final book, with gold printed RISO tabs, the 
magenta ribbon and the colour on cut, was the icing on this bible. 
I have made some dummies of the book to make it as complete 
as possible. This process of made me think of books designed by 
IRMA BOOM. They are beautiful, specialized and professionally 
constructed; they are almost architectural in nature. I would also 
like to mention the books Brick An Exacting Material (Architectura 
& Natura) and Thanks for the View, Mr. Mies (Metropolis Books) 
because they both provide detailed overviews of specific topics, 
similar to an encyclopaedia; I love this collecting and connecting of a 
specified subject in a book.

The increasingly evident STRATIFICATION and structuring in my 
work form the prelude to the bachelor project.

In my final year as a board member at Hedah, I collected and 
digitized the material in the organization’s archive to prevent the loss 
of its history. Scanners were used to maintain the AUTHENTICITY of 
the documents as much as possible. In addition to the plan to publish 
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the archive as a book, a digital environment has been designed 
through which the interested PUBLIC can explore the archive using 
TAGS. The text is based on Optical character recognition (OCR) 
code, and the images are based on predefined tags.
     In working with the archive and the further exploration in book 
form, I was inspired by media artist JASPER RIGOLE and graphic 
designer TITUS KNEGTEL who made the book Other Evidence, 
Blindfolded. They showed me that by highlighting specific subjects 
in an archive, a designer can uncover another NARRATIVE. As a 
result, meaning and memory can change are be highlighted.
     The long-term project required a PLANNED approach with steps 
including collection of the material, digitizing and distribution into 
folders, coding images, determining important tags to be entered 
into the system, structuring the online-archive and linking the 
archive with the printed book. A balance was sought between 
original and generated images and minimized in the design. Some of 
parameters have been investigated (design) for this book. These 
included the tags themselves, GRID STRUCTURES, SCALING and 
the angle at which documents are placed in their grid. 96 – 112

Throughout this project, I was constantly fine-tuning and printing to 
find the best balance between these parameters. By limiting design 
PARAMETERS, a unique IDENTITY emerged. In this way, I would like 
to continue with my graphic design practice.

Gradually, my working methodology and visual language are becoming 
more minimal (with a few exceptions), and I like to experiment to 
search for boundaries that may reveal new paths. The imposition of 
(design) limitations in the complexity of the matter is increasingly 
becoming a challenge when creating a concept and design that are 
as complete as possible. I enjoy grappling with this challenge in book 
form because it feels like something very natural to “PUZZLE” with 
data and make it legible in a new way. 
     Transferring between the physical and the digital is a process that I 
want to explore and develop further. This transformation, and the dealing 
with it, also appear to be recurring projects throughout my career.
     The fact that design research can help humanity is becoming more 
important and appealing for me. I am still searching for my place in 
it. A careful start has been made to broaden the Hedah archive to a 
wider audience. Within the researched parameters, I tried to make a 
small step forward to a print-on-demand tool that could be used by 
viewers. This tool may also achieve a result in the near future.

Subjects that I hope to investigate further in my master year include 
the following questions: How can designers make complex data 
more transparent and COMMUNICATE it in book form using this 
digital environment? How can a book form be used to carry texts 
and images to reveal or display information in a different way? What 
role can an archive play in graphically visualizing information from 
which a new MEANING or narrative is created or revealed through 
a structure or system? How can designers increase legibility for a 
specific target audience with visual disabilities? In addition, I am 
interested in typography on a macro level, grid systems, layout, 
proportions between elements and colour use.

To me, graphic design requires looking beyond one method or style, 
and it is dynamic, not static. By constantly reinventing myself in 
making work and redefining it, I can continue producing inventive 
and higher quality designs.



Identity
Posters / Invitations
(Film) Programming
Website
Yearbook

Hedah – Centre for 
contemporary Art 
Maastricht

ARCHIVE / ART / BLEND / BLACK & WHITE / 
COLOUR / COLLABORATION / COLLECTING / 
COMMUNICATION / DISCUSSION / EDITORIAL /
EXHIBITION / GRID / FILM /  FUNCTINONAL / 
IDENTITY / LEGIBILITY / LINES  /MODULAR SYSTEM / 
ORGANISING / PROGRAMMING / SCHEME / SQUARES /
STRUCTURE / TEMPLATE / TEXT  

During my time as a board member of
Hedah foundation, centre for contemporary
arts Maastrich, I worked on diverse 
projects; the programming of several 
exhibitions, work visits with artists, the
self-initiated two-weekly film programme,
collaborations with the Jan Van Eyck 
Academy (Matt Mullican), the Academy 
of Fine Arts Maastricht and other art 
schools (Colabs series).

Hedah’s filmprogramme was a 
collaborative project of Hedah, B32 and 
the Jan van Eyck Academy. Amongst 
others I organised and curated film 
screenings every two weeks on
Wednesdays or Thursdays.
       We screened films, video’s, shorts,
Youtube compilations and documentaries
that went beyond the mainstream 
commercial offers of the traditional 
movie theatres in Maastricht. Also, we 
programmed present audio-visual art
works/ projects of young and emerging 
artists.

Colabs was a collaborative exchange 
project between fine art students from 
Belgium, Germany and The Netherlands. 
Aïscha Berg (former board member of 
Hedah) and I made a plan for this one’s-a-
year event (Hedah organised it for three 
years in a row, now Marres took it over).
       Three groups consisting of four 
participants from various academies 
worked at Hedah for a period of two 
weeks. Different artists and curators  
visited each group to give feedback and 
stimulate dialogue. 
       This project has been developed out 
of the structural collaboration between 
Hedah  and the Fine Art Academy 

Maastricht, department Fine Arts. 
According to the participants wish to not
only exchange works and exhibit 
together, but to actually work with each
other. Working at Hedah was  considered
more of an experimental situation 
instead of  pushing an exhibition, even
though a working period might 
eventually  result in an exhibition.
                     
As a graphic designer I made hedah’s 
last visual identity, for some of the events 
the posters, flyers and the yearbooks.  
       The logo of Hedah provides a clear 
and sober image, in which it consists of
a block pattern. A Helvetica Bold 
character in each block is forming the 
logo. Through the use of color and the 
ability to move the blocks and place 
them in a corner shape, it makes the 
dynamic logo more playful.
       From the logo the corporate identity 
has been established, repetitions of the 
logo and the variability of this creates 
patterns which may vary by application.
The invitations are made out of text bars.
On the basis of the text (name / title /
location), the size of the text bar is 
determined, the ratio (height) of the 
beams depends on the text, so that the 
text becomes an image. All this within 
the given square that has been filtrated 
from the logo.
       During the time the posters and flyers 
design evolved to a more photographic 
approach. It shows a detail or an item 
that is presented in the show, lecture, 
archive performance or screening.
       Furthermore, sometimes I was 
occupied with public relations and 
maintaining and building of Hedah’s 
website, Facebook, newsletters and 

correspondence. 
       Due to  a changed/changing 
timeclimate, in concrete terms another 
subsidiy policy and a certain compulsory 
coercion aimed at ‘social relevance’, it 
wasn‘t achievable for Hedah anymore to 
achieve her goals. This lead to the
abrogation of the foundation in 
december 2015.

I made sure that I digitalized the whole
archive of the 20-year-old artist 
initiative. Together with the board, I 
collected the data and digitalised it to 
prevent this history to be lost. We have 
made use of flatbed scanners to maintain 
the authenticity of the documents as 
much as possible. Apart from these 
digital surroundings, I made a plan for an 
online-archive wherein the interested 
public can explore and combine for 
themselves.
      For making the concept of this online 
archive work, I turned to programmers 
who could make a database in which 
every category is linked/tagged to the 
larger whole. You can search on every 
link or tag we made, in a way it works a 
bit like Google. There is the option to 
filter certain categories out. The online 
environment starts with a large amount 
of cropped images. You can chooce if 
you want to navigate intuitive and get 
lost or by project, year, etc. Every project 
has the ability to have a popup which 
shows the links or tags which are pointed
to the project.
 
In my Bachelor project at the PXL-MAD 
faculty in Hasselt, I explored this content 
of the digital  archive further in a book.
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Hallo Apollo, 
Bonjour Διόνυσος

30 March – 20 April 2014 

Maarten Van Roy

Opening | Saturday 29 March 19:00 pm 
With presentation of the book Sc/kULPTUREN by Maarten Van Roy and Darling Publications and 
contributions by Lukas Marxt and René Haustein.

Sint Nicolaasstraat 7, Maastricht
Open | Friday - Sunday, 13h - 17h 
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Archiving
Coding
Video compilation

Matt Mullican
The Performance Video’s 
1980 – 2012
New York – Maastricht – Berlin

ARCHIVE / ART / CATEGORIES / CODE / CONTEXT / 
COLLABORATION / COLLECTING /COMPILATION /
DIGITALISING / DISCUSSION / EXHIBITION / 
GESTURES / LEGIBILITY / REPETITION / PERFORMANCE /
PHYSICAL / SCHEME / STRUCTURE  / SYSTEM / 
TIMEFRAME / TRANSFER / VIDEOMONTAGE

The residency project of the artist Matt 
Mullican - Work in residence - opened in 
a specially designed projectspace in the 
St. Nicolaasstraat 2, Maastricht.  
At the invitation of the Jan van Eyck 
Academy, Edmond Hustinx foundation 
and Hedah Mullican provided a year of
several presentations, with his performances
under hypnosis act as a starting point.

Matt Mullican made his first performance
under hypnosis in 1981 at The Kitchen in
New York. Since then numerous 
performances followed under hypnosis, 
throughout the world, most of which are 
also on video recorded.

My project within Work in residence 
included the collection of the videos 
and the inventory of all the ‘gestures’ 
Mullican made from second to second 
- sing, sleep, drink, paint ... - during the 
performances (29).
On the basis of these various parameters 
a compilation of videos was created (for 
every gesture one), which are exhibit in 
several shows of Mullican.

  Specifications:

  Medaiplayer 3TB
  ± 60 hours, 29 compilations

 15  Matt Mullican 
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Performances

1 Kitchen, 1981
2 Gladstone, 1992
3 Brussels / Leuven, 1996
4 Utrecht, 1998
5 LA / The Corner, 2000
6 Larsen, 2001
7 Berlin, 2001
8 Anton Kern Gallery, 2002
9 Geneva, 2003
10 Kunsthalle Zürich, 2003
11 Ludwig, 2005
12 Tang, 2006
13 Lisbon CultureGest, 2006
14 Toronto, 2007
15 Tate Modern, 2007
16 Whitney Biennial, 2008
17 München, 2012

        18.

Performance video codes

Waking up
Start day
Working
Go to sleep
End day

1 Singing
2 Drinking
3 Sleeping
4 On the floor
5 Talking to self
6 Painting
7 Rubbing against wall
8 Screaming
9 Dancing
10 Talking to audience
11 Making noise
12 Playing with objects (table)
13 Holding newspaper
14 First and last three minutes           
     of performance   
15 Shoes
16 Touching face
17 Making faces
18 Garbage can
19 Book
20 Putting on / off clothes
21 Writing
22 Shower / Washing
23 (Ohter) movement
24 Cleaning
25 Pilow and blanket
26 Filming
27 Eating
28 Spitting
29 In-out hypnose

       20. 
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Matt Mullican CulIturegest 2006  

Tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, 
tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, 
tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, 
tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, 
tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, 
tch tch tch tch tch tch tch, wsshe wsshe wsshe wss 
wss wss wss, wsshe ha wsshe ha wsshe ha wss ha 
wss ha wss ha maa wss ha, %sshe ha wsshe ha wsshe 
ha wss ha wss ha wss ha wss ha, wsshe ha wsshe ha 
wsshe ha wss ha wss ha wss ha wss ha, oh no take 
that that wss ha wss ha wss ha. I want somebody grab 
me a paper, now now now. Oh no oh no noo no no no 
now ooooooh grab me a paper now! Grab me a paper 
now, grab me a fucking paper, you fuck, you fuck, you 
Vigyan, you are a fuck, grab me a paper, grab me a 
paper, grab me a paper, now, now, now, now, I need a 
paper, 1 need a paper, I need a paper, I need a paper, 
now now now, grab me a paper you fuck, you fuckin 
fuck, geez Christ, Jesus Christ. I said please bring me 
a paper now. I’ll say it again. Please bring me a paper 
now. I am asking again, please now just a little paper. 
(slams hand on floor, throws book/folder on floor) 
Oooh, ohh ohhe ohhh ohhhhhhh ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh. 
Ha ha ha. No 000uuu hahahaha umph mmmm mmmm 
mmm noone grabbed me a paper, noone. I have to be 
on my own! Noone oooh my my my. This is shit. How 
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       A

I really love to make theatre posters. 
Working on a theatre poster is working 
on the imagination itself. It is telling a 
story, a journey and a challenge. It is
an synthesis of graphic design: 
conceptualization, typography, layout 
and personal expression. For four years 
I have been working with Het Huis van 
Bourgondië on their printed matter 
like program booklets, flyers and also 
posters. 
        Het Huis van Bourgondië was a 
theatre workshop where young talent 
from the Theatre Academy was given a
place to continue working on their 
oeuvre through critical, crossover and
experimental approaches within the
setting of a theater. Making the concept
and design was always done in consultation
with the artisic director and the director 
of the relevant performance.
 
        I also been asked to make an invitation
and poster for the performancegroup 
GOTRA and  made the concept and 
scenography for the printed matter in 
good collaboration with choreograph 
Joost Vrouenraets, Celeste Koopmans , 
dancer Marika Meoli and photographer 
David Peskens.  
The piece is about a coming-of-age story 
of a young adult (Charlie) who opposes 
the existing system and paves the way for
an immersing identity. A common theme 
in the piece is the life of Jim Morisson of 
The Doors. 
Then there was the honour to be invited 
to a pitch and therefore make an new 
identity  for the printed matter of 
Toneelgroup Maastricht. The logo is a 

       A 

Identity
Posters
Flyers
Booklets
Advertising

Het Huis van Bourgondië
Theater workspace
GOTRA
Toneelgroep Maastricht

COLLABORATION / COLLAGE / COMMUNICATION /
EDITORIAL / EXPERIMENT / IDENTITY / IMAGE 
INVENTION / NARRATIVE

       B 

Book

Kook! 
Brainstudio 
Maastricht

BOOKFORM / COLLAGE / DRAWINGS / ILLUSTRATION /
LEGIBILITY /  MINDMAPPING  / TYPO / STAMPS / 
SYSTEM 

       C 

Book

Generation (-) Mix
Löss dance theatre 
Maastricht

ARCHIVE / BLEND / BLACK & WHITE / COLLABORATION /
COLLECTING / COMMUNICATION / DISCUSSION / 
EDITORIAL / OVERVIEW / RASTER / RED / 
TIMEFRAME / THINNER PRINTS

       D 

Booklet

Boarders

CONTEXT / DOCUMENTARY / EDITORIAL / IDENTITY /
LEGIBILITY / NARRATIVE / PHOTOGRAPHS / 
STRUCTURE  / SYSTEM / TEXT 

combination between the letters TGM 
and forms an abstract stage.
        I tryed to keep the posters simpel. 
Mainly there is one colour use and a
portrait of the leading actor in the 
specific play. The corners and lines of 
the logo makes the whole complete and 
recognizable.

       B 

Brainstudio’s mission is to enable indivi-
duals and organizations throughout the 
world to boost brain performance.
        The organisasions goal is to help 
people learn techniques to survive in the 
information age. BrainStudio delivers 
brain training courses to organizations, 
enabling directors, managers, consultants
and other brainworkers to master 
techniques to help them perform their 
daily activities as effectively as possible.
        Participants will be trained to deal 
with the overload of information through 
faster learning, absorbing information 
more quickly, memorizing better and 
enhancing creativity. This is achieved 
through better working methods that 
encompass a combination of mutually-
reinforcing techniques.

The mindmaping cookbook exist almost 
only of illustrations and no texts to 
explain in which order, how long, and 
how you have to cook a certain receipt.
The idea is that mindmapping helps 
you to structure complex information, 
organize your thoughts, prepare 
projects, assignments, presentations and 
increase your creativity. I did the design 

of this nicely printed book.

  Specifications:

  Format 
  18 cm x 14 cm
  86 pages
  Inktjet print
  Inside   
  Full color print
  80 gr2 postoffice blue
  Cover 
  Cartboard

  Wire-O

 

       C 
 
Originally a workshop for young modern 
dancers and choreographers to develop 
ideas as artists in residence, Löss focuses 
after 2002 on urban arts, especially ur-
ban dance (hiphop, breakdance, street-
dance) and rap.
Stressing the global nature of urban 
juvenile culture, Löss investigated its 
reception by cultural institutions, art 
schools and the responsible authorities 
and politicians in the Netherlands, 
adjacent European countries and in 
Morocco and Turkey (homelands of most
of the immigrants who dominate the 
urban scene), with the objective of 
arriving at an understanding of the 
artistic potential of international juvenile 
culture and means of promoting it. 
Research was carried out in a continuous 
dialogue with practice in the form of 
projects with young urban artists.
Between 2002 and 2014 Löss has 
realized a number of projects with 
breakdancers, streetdancers and rappers

 21  Compilation of projects 

throughout the Dutch Limburg, with the
aim of enhancing their skills and 
broadening their horizon by working 
together in staging shows and 
introducing them to elements of modern 
stage dance.

After 12 years Löss, dance theatre, a 
documentation in print and dvd was a 
result. Simultaneously, research was 
being done on the opportunities offered 
to young urban dancers to develop their
skills in the Netherlands, Belgium, France,
England, Germany, Spain, Morocco and 
Turkey.
        Together with the initiators Jannie 
Donker en Jan Verschure we made a plan
for the collection and choice of
information; texts, interviews, photographs
and video’s. From there we extracted the 
core and made it ready to work within 
the book and dvd Generation (-) Mix.

  Specifications:

  Format
  Square L 21 cm x 21 cm  
  60 pages
  Offset print
  Inside   
  Black & white print
  100 gr2 biotop 
  Cover 
  450 gr2 biotop

  Perfect bound
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Borders are the scars from the past and 
sometimes still very fresh. The border 
areas - along side of the border - often 
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are the ‘under dogg’ of a country. The 
attraction, which may include the 
economy and culture, are often in the 
center (for example look at Randstad in 
the Netherlands).
        Because of this it often occurs the 
loss of identity at the border regions. 
Collaborate with the Euroregion 
(focused on the Euroregion; Netherlands,
Germany and Belgium) is a solution that 
could lead to get the border regions out 
of their isolation, and new impulses may 
arise from cooperation. Allowing them to 
join and unite and so expand and create 
a kind of new areas.

This increasingly expanding area 
(zooming out of it), from large to small
ensures that it again creates an expansion
of small to large. In the beginning, there
is still a context. As the expansion 
progresses (and the area is becoming 
smaller) the context is further lost, 
after which it comes back with further 
expansion.
        Completely parallel to the idea of 
expansion and the emergence of new 
areas are the pages of my magazine.
        The left pages are created by copying
enlargements of a white sheet under a 
copier. This process is becoming more 
abstract. Firstly, the copy becomes 
totally black from the zoom, then more 
and more white appears. The right pages 
are always enlargements of the previous 
articles. If the article with which I start 
is ’landmarks’ (Where there is another 
context within the Euroregion theme) 
it may be that a later article is about a 
really small topic whitout any context.
        When there is no context to be found, 
the story and images are going from small 
to large (zooming), back to a context.

I added a page between every left and 
right page for the supporting images. In 
these images there will be more and more 
visible from the environment, further 
on this environment disappears again. 
Parellel to the copies and texts the context 
is clear, then the context will disappear.

  Specifications:

  Format
  22 cm x 14 cm
  40 pages
  Inktjet print
  Full color print
  Inside   
  80 gr2 postoffice blue
  Cover 
  600 gr2 cartboard

  Hand bounded

       E 

In between assignments I often make 
zines or booklets. The connection 
between them all are a certain 
transmittion in technics such as cutting 
an animation up in frames and print and
bind them again in an existing bookform. 
A second connection are the use of
collections of objects, several topics like 
clouds, stones, pylons and photographs 
of places which I travelled to or a 
registration of exhibition that I took part 
of among others.

  Diverse specifications
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Zines

Diverse
Travels / Europe – China –
Mongolia – Namibia –Rusia  
– South Africa
Experiments 
Exhibition

ANIMATION / ARCHIVE / BOOKFORM / COLLECTION /
COPIER / DIGITAL TRANSFER / EXPERIMENT / 
INSPIRATION / TRAVEL 
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Toneel en 
opera 
vervloeien 
in een 
meeslepende 
muziektheater-
voorstelling

Een grappig 
en ontroerend 
verhaal 
over een fantast 
in een 
fantasieloze 
wereld

Premiére 14 november 2015
20:00 uur

Bordenhal Maastricht
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

Tekst: Jibbe Willems / Bewerking & regie: Michel Sluysmans / Spel: Hans van Leipsig en Mieneke BakkerSpel: Servé Hermans en Joke Emmers / Regie: Michel Sluysmans / Tekst: Jibbe Willems / Muziek: Servé 
Hermans & Het Zuiden / Band: Edwin van der Burgt, Bruno Ravelingien, Dries de Porre en Tijn Driessen /
Dramaturgie: Frans Hendrickx / Décor: Flip Beys en Luc Goedertier / Licht: Dennis Diels

Spel: Stefaan Degand, Koen de Sutter, Julia Akkermans, Michel Sluysmans, Hans Trentelman, Hans Van 
Leipsig, Mineke Bakker e.a. / Regie: Servé Hermans / Tekst: William Shakespeare / Muzikale leiding: 
Bendix Dethleffsen Sopraan: Lies Verhollen / Piano: Elisabeth de Loore / Decor: Luc Goedertier, Flup 
Beys / Licht: Dennis Diels

En 
toen 
sloten 
de mijnen, 
en 
toen 
werd 
alles 
anders...

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

1 t/m 27 mrt 2015
20:00 uur

Bordenhal Maastricht
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

12 t/m 21 juni 2015
20:00 uur

Openluchttheater Valkenburg
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

Othello Iets van Troost Waar het vlakke 
land gaat 
plooien

Toneel en 
opera 
vervloeien 
in een 
meeslepende 
muziektheater-
voorstelling

Een grappig 
en ontroerend 
verhaal 
over een fantast 
in een 
fantasieloze 
wereld

Premiére 14 november 2015
20:00 uur

Bordenhal Maastricht
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

Tekst: Jibbe Willems / Bewerking & regie: Michel Sluysmans / Spel: Hans van Leipsig en Mieneke BakkerSpel: Servé Hermans en Joke Emmers / Regie: Michel Sluysmans / Tekst: Jibbe Willems / Muziek: Servé 
Hermans & Het Zuiden / Band: Edwin van der Burgt, Bruno Ravelingien, Dries de Porre en Tijn Driessen /
Dramaturgie: Frans Hendrickx / Décor: Flip Beys en Luc Goedertier / Licht: Dennis Diels

Spel: Stefaan Degand, Koen de Sutter, Julia Akkermans, Michel Sluysmans, Hans Trentelman, Hans Van 
Leipsig, Mineke Bakker e.a. / Regie: Servé Hermans / Tekst: William Shakespeare / Muzikale leiding: 
Bendix Dethleffsen Sopraan: Lies Verhollen / Piano: Elisabeth de Loore / Decor: Luc Goedertier, Flup 
Beys / Licht: Dennis Diels

En 
toen 
sloten 
de mijnen, 
en 
toen 
werd 
alles 
anders...

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

Toneelgroep
Maastricht

1 t/m 27 mrt 2015
20:00 uur

Bordenhal Maastricht
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

12 t/m 21 juni 2015
20:00 uur

Openluchttheater Valkenburg
www.toneelgroepmaastricht.nl

Othello Iets van Troost Waar het vlakke 
land gaat 
plooien
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3.1
Sketch of ra� er, rapport De � aat van de banken 2016, 
Fairfi n
3.2
Invitation Bitte nicht wecken, Hedah en LLS 387
3.3
Po� er Otello, Toneelgroep Maa� richt
3.4
Po� er Not the Tommy Cooper Story, Toneelgroep 
Maa� richt
3.5
Logo, Voyart (documentaries)
3.6
Initials, business card, duplex red print
3.7
Experiment with copier and collage
3.8
Animation S, moving planets
3.9
Logo, Move Your Money Week, Fairfi n
3.10
Detail illu� ration, booklet, Stichting Ateliers Maa� richt
3.11
Detail, sketch, booklet rood
3.12
Detail illu� ration, po� er and animation, Kittenrave
3.13
Detail, zine
3.14
Detail, booklet Boarders
3.15
Image analyse, sketch booklet Grensr� ders
3.16
Photograph, travel (Genk)
3.17
Photograph, travel (Genk)

3.18
Logo, Jacqueline Kerkhof (performer)
3.19
Sketch, po� er graduationshow 
3.20
Logo, Overhouse
3.21
Emblem, Expats event serie
3.22
Photograph, colle� ion of Hedah archive
3.23
Logo, IM (interior � yling)
3.24
Yearbook page, Hedah
3.25
Sketch, icons, Radar
3.26
Detail, serie of Invitations, kick-o�  Europe Calling
3.27
Sketches and prints, image analyse
3.28
Sketch handlettering, (rond) po� er, Huis van 
Bourgondië
3.29
Photograph, travel, typo (Gent)
3.30 + 3.31
Bread bag, campagne Dit is m� n vader, Huis van 
Bourgondië
3.32
Photograph, travel (Sevillia)
3.33
Detail, sketch booklet Boarders
3.34
Bookcover Macaroni, Huub Beurskens
3.35
Video � ill, compilation video, Museum Het Domein

3.36
Sketch of tile motive, Coachbalie
3.37
Detail, animation � ill, Welcome MTV in Am� erdam 
Noord, Ziltd.
3.38 
Detail, sketch with drawing and collage, illu� ration
3.39
Detail, sketch silk-screen print,  illu� ration
3.40
Detail, invitation, Museum op � raat, Stadsgaler�  Heerlen
3.41
Polaroid serie, time laps of rail� ation
3.42
Detail, embossing press, illu� ration on envelop
3.43
Po� er, image analyse, the daily route of chewinggum
3.44
Paperclip encyclopedia, detail of index (book)
3.45
Typo expermiment
3.46
Photograph, travel (Olkhon Island, Siberia)
3.47
Video � ill, compilation video, Museum Het Domein
3.48
Cover, zine (photographs)
3.49
Detail, po� er Kook!, silk-screen print on print sheet
3.50
Logo (without text), DUURCOOP
3.51
Photograph, travel (Moskou)
3.52
Detail, sketch, collage
3.53

Polaroid, technical fail
3.54
Detail, two colour RISOgraphy, illu� ration for manife�  
Fairfi n
3.55
Photograph, one of Hedah’s fi lm screenings (with 
di� erent diashow)
3.56
Photograph, travel (Lisbon)
3.57
Logo (without text), Toegankel� k Maa� richt
3.58
Detail, sketch, copymachine print experiment with 
needle � iches
3.59
Polaroid serie, travel (Berlin), there are also big blow-ups 
made  of these pi� ures (1,2 m x 1,2 m) 
3.60
Detail of booklet, scootmobile routes
3.61
Emblem, theatregroup Suikerwolf
3.62
Photograph, Move Your Money campagne 2015
3.63
hout the world to boo�  brain performance
3.64
Photographs, sketch booklet, image analyse
3.65
Detail, sketch, collage with letter� amps
3.66
Detail, drawing and collage 
3.67
Photograph, travel (Moskou)
3.68
Detail, sketch ra� er with thinnerpress and imprints of 
tires

3.69
Detail, try-out of a folding sy� em (� ray can on paper)
3.70
Logo, Stichting Ateliers Maa� richt (SAM)
3.71
Detail, invitation, typo, Fairfi n
3.72
Detail, experiment, composition of colours 
3.73
Detail, typo experiment
3.74
Logo, Toneelgroep Maa� richt
3.75
Index of book In het b� zonder, PXL assignment, De 
Schommel (together with Valerie Maas, Tiana Van de 
Weyer and Ste�  e Math� s)
3.76
Detail of advertisement with origami kalashnikov, Fairfi n
3.77
Logo, Moniek Wegdam (photographer)
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       A 

We see the Metro cover of December 8, 
2016, the day the December feasts have 
begun at the supermarket Spar. The 
cover consists of different sign systems 
that collide and interfere; texts, graphics 
and photography. There is not so much 
news to be seen.
       My viewing direction goes 
automatically to certain areas on this 
cover. I have indicated these areas 
globally with a round red sticker after I 
have changed the cover of the Metro 
from colour to black and white with a 
copier. I made use of this transformation 
because I expected it to temper my 
attention of looking directly at the 
colour subjects. I wanted to keep this 
parameter or signifier as neutral as 
possible. The red stickers are also more 
noticeable now. A picture is never 
neutral, it is always seen as a certain 
staging of reality and therefor extremely 
loaded. Most attention is still given to 
the big picture, an advertisement and 
the big short headings (where each 
Metro is full of, especially the cover). 
The big cover photo attracts the most 
attention.

       What do we see in it?
The denotation of the iconic image 
includes three male professional soccer 
players (two of whom belong to the same
team and one to the other team) in 
action on a football field surrounded by 
audience sitting on stands. There is a ball 
in sight and a goal in the background.
       The connotations that evoke the 
image are sport, competition, fighting, 
the match itself and strength.

The convention of sports photography 
is that it shows an action, is ‘objective’, 
straightforward and quickly made at the
right moment, showing a (part of) the 
match, the euphoric victory or the 
dramatic loss afterwards. The headline 
underneath the photographic image 
reads: “Club drips down with zero 
points.”
The function of linguistic syntaxes of 
the headlines is to get more attention 
from the reader for that particular 
part of the newspaper. Because of the 
connotations of the linguistic signs, you 
get a representation of the social codes 
and can understand their meanings.
A metaphor is used in this headline: 
“drip” that says “leave” or “no longer 
participate in the contest”, “lose”, but 
with the tail between the legs, says this 
popular newspaper.

At first glance one could interpret that if 
the shirts of two soccer players have the 
same layout, they belong together in one 
team. Then the other soccer player with 
a different shirt layout will want to stop 
the ball. The sentence underneath the 
picture also makes it clear that there is 
no doubting possible for the reader.  
The photo is used as proof.
       The picture has been brought as 
‘natural’ but it has been framed and a
selection has been made to bring the news.
It shows, for example, well-known people
of a professional club and not the village 
club’s B team. The text accompanies the 
image and is naturalized.

Also, the text gives connotations of the 
linguistic signs that impose limits on the
meaning of the image. The mythical 
significance is constructed and is a 

cultural meaning. The text continues: 
“Claudemir looks with dismay how his
former teammates make the ball elusive.”
It’s dramatic. The ball is being held by 
the opponents who used to be his own 
teammates. The picture and the short 
message can be seen as a blurb for the 
more comprehensive whole, shown on 
page 22 of this edition of the Metro. 
Large pictures of sports are a frequent 
discourse in the Metro.

       The starting point
The composition of the picture is such 
that it takes you into the suggestion of 
(viewing) movement aimed at the ball, 
and the defence of the object before the 
goal which is also in front of the players.
The player who has the visual interaction 
with the ball attracts my attention the 
most. And, therefore, I’m taken along 
by the viewing point of this player in a 
zoom, in and out, to his head and eyes 
looking at the ball. As it were, I also 
become part of the game (of codes 
called soccer) and see the ball that must 
be held in this particular moment.
      I have edited and reconstructed 
this ideological structure. Colouring is 
added again by copying the black and 
white cover with round red stickers with 
a single colour copier. As a result, there 
arises a new signifier. The photo has a 
composition that sucks you into the 
picture. The image of the head of the 
soccer player is shown to be no more 
image by the zooming of it, but a far-
reaching abstraction of the head. It is no 
longer recognizable as such and has no 
expression or viewing point anymore. It 
has lost its context.

       A 

Flipnewspaper
Text
View, move- and 
framing, cover analyse

Metro 8 december 2016
PXL-MAD
Hasselt

ANIMATION / BLACK & WHITE / BOOKLET / COLOUR /
CONTEXT / COPIER / DIGITALISATION / FRAMING / 
INTERPRETATION / TIMEFRAME / TRANSFER

 B 

Artist’s book
Analysing the image

PXL-MAD
Hasselt

ARCHIVE / BOOKFORM / GRID / FUNCTIONAL / 
LAYERS / LEGIBILITY / MEMO’S / NARRATIVE / 
PHOTOGRAPHS  / STAMPS / STRUCTURE
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This effect, a trick effect, I tried to 
capture and magnify and reduce by 
means of an image sequence. I’ve 
bundled the whole into a flipbook to
make the viewing movement more 
insightful. In this way, the size of the
original Metro shrunk so that the booklet
can also be easily used as a flipbook. 
You can see a video of these 
images on the link http://apple.
pxl.be/3techniek/11600493/
metrokijkbeweging.mov

  Specifications:

  A7 format
  164 pages
  Laser print
  Full color print
  Inside and cover
  90 gr2 Cycles offset

  Perfect bound

       B

I visited the Stedelijk Museum for the 
exhibition Best Verzorgde Boeken 2016 
from the Netherlands and Flanders in 
Amsterdam, I stumbled upon a title of
a book, Belgian Autumn. It is about th
 gang of Nijvel who shot several people 
back in the 80’s. This has been my source
of inspiration regarding the making of an 
artist’s book.
       I based my artist’s book on a suggested
reconstruction of an “unheimisch” event 
that we don’t know the resort of and 
photographed objects with my phone on 
the way from school to home and from 
home school. The pictures where took in 
black and white images. This gives them 



a slightly lurid edge and also objectivizes 
the objects.

Then I printed these photos and placed 
them on a memo card. There is a date, an 
item number and a short description at 
the card. Also, some written memos are 
attached to it. A certain order and story 
is suggested by the amount of cards,
but this is essentially not the case. 
Something leads to nothing and nothing 
leads to something.
       In order to show all of the cards as 
being research, I have not presented 
them, for example, on a bulletin board.
I found this too obvious and from my own
interest in making books I did not want 
to lose the opportunity to make a book 
of it. I’ve tried to find a way to construct 
and design a book form where you can 
see some of the cards together and be 
able to make connections. You can also 
browse through the ‘pages’ of the book 
one by one. 

  Specifications:
  Format  
  62 cm x 15 cm
  34 pages 
  98 Photographs and date   
  stamps on A6 memocards
  Inside 
  90 gr2 Offset
  Cover 
  450 gr2 cartboard
  Accordeon and wave book

       C 

Compilation of watercoulored animals 
that mainly live in the forrest,printed on
cards that help the dementing and 

people of Dienstencentrum Ter Engelen 
(Het Roer), for childcare and counseling 
of children and adults with mental 
disabilities, to better understand their 
living environment. 
In coöperation with Steffie Mathijs.

       D 

This poetry bundle brings together a  
yearly collaborative project of PXL and 
UHasselts and is a compilation of poems 
written by its students. The theme of this 
year was letters in there environment.
I made photographs of letters that I 
found in surroundings to support the 
poems and made a very simple booklet 
out it. There are a couple of ‘note’ 
papers used to spilt the book in different 
sections.

  Specifications:
  Format
  A5
  74 pages
  Digital print
  Full color print
  Inside
  90 gr2 Offset
  Cover
  170  gr2 offset 
  Different papersizes 
  bounded  inside of the book
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 D 
Poetry bundle

PXL-MAD and UHasselt
Hasselt

BLACK & WHITE / BUNDLE / COLLABORATION /
COMMUNICATION  / MEMO’S / MINIMAL / 
PHOTOGRAPHS 

 C 
MAD-projects

PXL-MAD
Hasselt

COLLABORATION / COMMUNICATION / DRAWINGS / 
ILLUSTRATION / TEAMWORK
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Catalogue
of a collection

Catalogue of small 
things
Typesetter’s case
PXL-MAD
Hasselt

ARCHIVE / BOOKFORM / CATEGORIES  / 
COLLECTION / EDITORIAL / GRID / FUNCTIONAL / 
LAYERS / LEGIBILITY / MINIMALISATION / MODULAR 
SYSTEM / OBJECTIFICATION / ORDER / STRUCTURE / 
TEXT / TRAVEL / TYPO 

As a starting point and subject for the 
catalogue, I have chosen my typesetter’s 
case with its content.
This use of the typesetter’s case in this 
way, origins of a 1970s phenomenon, 
where kitsch knick-knacks and figures 
held in these boxes where a permanent 
part of a living room. It is a long-standing 
collection and some (travel) stories are 
hidden behind it.
       The catalogue is divided into parts; 
The cover contains half the letterbox 
ordered by item number, followed by a 
page with half the letterbox ordered on 
object images, than half of the index, 
then half the image essay, categories 
with object descriptions and images, 
object descriptions, in the middle of the 
book categories emerge, again followed 
by object descriptions, categories with 
object descriptions and images, the 
other half of the image essay, the index, 
the letterbox on object images and on 
the back of the cover the other half of 
the typesetter’s case ordered by object 
number.
       The columns are also divided by this 
subdivision. The series looks as follows 
from the index on: 3, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 
5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 
5, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3.

All texts are displayed in Bertolds 
Akzidenz Grotesk font. This has been a 
conscious choice because the Akzidenz 
Grotesk was the first widely used 
scriptless font, another forerunner of 
the Helvetica where the imperfections 
of the Akzidenz were eliminated. I think 
this fits well with the original typesetter’s 
case.

The same number sizes have been 
retained for the item numbers (23 pt) 
throughout the book.
       The texts consist of object 
descriptions and often some longer 
stories. Boldness of the letter and the
different interlinings of these two 
different texts are set so that it seems to 
have the same density everywhere.
Often the categories are different, but 
sometimes they are the same and are 
put in another subcategory. Also, certain 
objects appear in the catalogue several 
times.

For the format I chose A3. This is almost 
the size of a typesetter’s case. Also the 
paper (Cycle offset, 115 grams) adds to 
the vintage feel of the typesetter’s case.

  Specifications:

  Format 
  A3+
  72 pages
  Full color print
  Inside 
  115 gr2 Cyclus offset
  Cover 
  135 gr2 Cyclus offset
  Perfect bound
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Book
The identity of a place

Route guide through the 
Garden of Silence 
(General Cemetary of 
Maastricht)
PXL-MAD
Hasselt

ARCHIVE / BOOKFORM / CATEGORIES / CONTEXT /
GRID / FUNCTIONAL / LEGIBILITY / IDENTITY / 
MAP / NARRATIVE / PHOTOGRAPHS / ROUTES / 
STRUCTURE

As a subject, I chose the general 
cemetery on the Tongerseweg in 
Maastricht. I think this is a very special 
place because it tells you a lot about 
the city of Maastricht and its history. 
Therefore, it surprised me that it is not
on the activities list of Tripadvisor and
what you can do when you are in 
Maastricht. As an example; the city park
and the St. Pieter mountain are on it, but
this cemetery is not. That’s a pity and a
missed opportunity for the city to 
highlight this special place. It is a 
common or general cemetery, which 
means, protestant, catholic, Jewish, 
Islamic, communist and other believers 
are buried here. You can also find many
different types of flora and fauna 
(sometimes even protected), grave 
monuments and beautiful hiking trails. 
In other words, it includes more than a 
cemetery alone.

With this information in mind, I wanted 
to create a catalogue and routes that 
highlight the cemetery in a slightly 
different way than that normally looked 
at a cemetery.

The book
I chose to create a catalogue and route 
overview in the form of a book that 
refers to a holy book such as the Bible, 
Bhagavad Gita or the Koran.
       The small size of the book makes it 
easy to carry.  
The layout of the new bible has also 
been implemented in the text spreads, 
the placement of the page numbers 
and the column breakdowns. The paper 
used is thin (biotop natural, 80 grams) 
and tinted. The paper has a somewhat 
old-fashioned look and feel and makes 

it possible to bind many pages into a 
relatively small book. The fonts used are: 
the Bodini (book) for the page numbers, 
the Trajan for the subject indications in 
the cemetery map, the Futura for the 
titles and the Caslon for the body texts.

The routes are subdivided into a 
number of starting points that refer to 
the numbered boxes on the map of the 
cemetery. There are eight in total. They 
are included in the book as tabs between 
the routes and are printed on black 
paper (popset 80 grams) with a metallic 
gold print (RISO prints). This order is 
followed by pictures about subjects 
encountered on the route, divided into a 
grid of one, two or four pictures.
       All pictures have a number 
corresponding to the numbers at the 
back of the book back-cover. In addition, 
I tried to give this book a modern twist 
by using a magenta color on cut, in the 
ribbon and in the first chapter in the 
accompanying pictures.

Mark / logo
The figurative mark consists of a circle 
symbolizing infinity and showing the 
two entrances of the cemetery (the 
main entrance on the Tongerseweg 
and the entrance to the Javastraat. 
The grid visible in the circle is a piece 
of the walking route you could follow. 
The shape and symbolism I think also fit 
the overall symbolism and forms can be 
found at the cemetery.
The cemetery is rather a nature park 
or park than a dull area sprinkled with 
arduin and marble stones. There is 
everything to see and learn in this 
garden of silence.
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  Specifications:

  Format 
  A6
  164 pages  
  Inside   
  Tabs in RISO print
  Pages in full color print
  90 gr2 Cycles offset
  Cover 
  600 gr2 cartboard
  Coptic bound  
  Magenta edge on cut
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Reader

Dogville script
PXL-MAD
Hasselt

BLACK & WHITE / GRID / FUNCTIONAL / LAYERS / 
LEGIBILITY / MAP / MINIMAL  / NARRATIVE / READER /
STRUCTURE / TEXT / TYPO

For my reader assignment, I chose to edit 
Lars von Triers Dogville’s scenario. This 
very minimalist film - dogma rules are 
implied - I have tried to introduce in the 
reader. The film consists of a prologue and 
nine chapters.

The story is about Grace, a confused 
young woman who arrives in the village 
of Dogville. The village consists of one 
main street, called Elmstreet, and three 
smaller streets. This gives an oppressive 
and delineated feeling. Grace is in flight 
for gangsters who are seeking for her. 
On the initiative of the village philosopher 
Tom, the villain villagers agree to give her
shelter for at least two weeks. Then they 
should see if it’s going well. At first glance,
this goes well until chapter three, after 
which the atmosphere changes and the 
atmosphere becomes grimmer. From 
that point the white tint of the texts fades 
to a blend of 97% black at the end (after 
chapter nine). The villagers see money 
in Grace and chant her. But is Grace 
innocent?

The font chosen for the characters is the 
Gill Sans. This font has a fairly extensive 
family with some large contrasts between 
the different types. Just like the residents 
in the village. Grace and Tom have one of 
the most striking, one type with shadow 
and shadow respectively. The text of the
objective narrator has only another font,
the Minion Regular. You can also find 
them in the chapter pages. For the 
headings, the title and the designation 
of the characters on the plan has been 
chosen for the Galcer Stencil. This font is 
also used in the movie and the poster.
       The column layout of the reader 
follows the street plan and forms a form 
for the conversations on one side and the 
other side of the main street. This point is 
located at the center of the pages.

At times when there is a clear camera 
zoom in the movie, I also applied this to 
the conversation in the reader. There are a 
total of three levels of in and out zoom.

The film uses a demarcation of the street 
with houses through white (tapped) lines 
on a black surface. Hence the pages are 
black with white text and the plan follows 
this setup. Furthermore, there are almost 
no props in the film. This made me decide 
not to give the reader a true cover, but a
cover that you can keep as a folding poster
next to the conversations between the 
characters to see where they are on the 
street or at home.

The booklet itself is glued with a white 
strip, I think this is a nice link to the white 
line of tape in the film.

  Specifications:

  Format:
  A5
  52 pages
  Digital print
  Full color print
  Inside:
  Matt coated 170 gr2   
  presentation paper
  Cover:
  Cover sleave poster
  presentation paper 140 gr2
  Bound with white tapestrip
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Book
Identity
Bachelor project

The Hedah Archive 
1995 – 2015
Hedah / PXL-MAD
Maastricht – Hasselt 

ANGLE / ARCHIVE / CATEGORIES / COLLECTION / 
DOCUMENTS / DIGITALISATION / FUNCTIONAL / 
GRID  / LEGIBILITY / METHOD / MODULAR SYSTEM / 
NARRATIVE / ORDER / SCALE / SOCIETY /  
STRUCTURE / TAG / TOOL / TYPO / TRANSFER

Stichting Hedah, Center for Contemporary 
Art Maastricht is an artist initiative that
offered a stage for current and international
developments in the field of visual arts.

The center has functioned as the missing
link within the cultural institutions of 
Maastricht, with the Bonnenfantenmuseum
and galleries on the one hand. Attention 
has been paid to forms of art that are not 
so easy shown in the regular exhibition 
circuit, Hedah searched the fringes, 
often with a confrontation between 
different disciplines. This ranged from 
audiovisual installations, lectures, 
experimental projects, discussions or 
performances, to work by (young) artists 
from local and abroad.
       Due to the changing times, another 
subsidy climate and the need to conform 
to certain social relevance, it was no 
longer possible for the foundation to
meet its goals. As a result, the foundation
has abolished in December 2015.

From my interest as a member of the 
board and as a designer, a number of 
questions raised:
       How can we, as a board, deal best        
       with the raw material that shows the 
       history of this initiative?
       Can we find a method to make the 
       archive insightful to a wider audience 
       that stimulates interaction with               
       the material?
       How would you, through digitization, 
       give the archive a broader        
       commitment and meaning?
       And how could you translate this 
       back into a book?
This dual transfer from physical to digital
and backward, I find a fascinating 
research trip.

I have collected and digitized the 
material in cooperation with other 
employees in order not to lose this history.
We have used scanners to maintain the 
authenticity of the documents as much 
as possible. In addition to this book, a 
digital environment has been created in 
which the interested public can explore 
the archive. Maybe it is  possible in the
future to using entered tags and 
parameters to construct a book.

In addition, a balance between the 
original and generated image has been 
sought and minimized in the design. 
Some of the parameters have been 
investigated for this book:
       1. Tags, the documents are encoded
       on a number of keywords that 
       Indicate and assign categories        
       (intuitively, substantively or formally). 
       They stimulate the interaction of the
       audience with the material.
       2. Grid structures; different grid 
       structures can be selected
       3. Scale; can be applied
       4. The angle in which the documents 
       are implied in the grid; this is ideal 
       between 5 and 25 degrees (if the 
       angel is too big the grid structure 
       fails, if the angle is too small the grid 
       structure is too visible).

Each new entry of tag, grid, scale and 
angle gives a completely different result.
       Therefore, no one book will be the 
same. The book consists of a succession 
of left and right pages and is held 
together as a whole. The left and right 
pages interact with each other, in this 
standing A4 book on the horizontal 
plane. Despite the minimal design, this 
can also be the identity of the book and 

also extended in other formats such as 
a A1 poster, A6 postcards, and various 
envelopes in which multiple corners are 
visible through the folding structure.

  Specifications:

  Format
  A4
  400 pages
  Digital print
  Inside 
  90 gr2 mc paper, satin finish
  Cover 
  600 gr2 paper, matt coated
  perfect bound 
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       1. 
Exhibition space of Jasper Coppes and 
Paul Geelen Through a Glass Darkly.  
 
The two artists have been working in 
collaboration with each other for two 
months at the hedah space.  The art 
works of Paul Geelen and Jasper Coppes
actually seem to have nothing in 
common. By accident, however, they 
discovered an essential similarity; the 
interest in so-called nullities. Coppes 
searches for messages or meanings 
hidden in seemingly trivial things 
claiming that they communicate 
something to us. Geelen investigates 
perceivingly void exposition spaces 
trying to create a story out of null things 
located within the room. Together they 
seek to answer what it means to expose. 

       2.
The indexes and sleeves with ballpoint 
drawings of Johan Oude Hergelink and 
picture of the exhibition space from 
outside.

       3.  
Open moment Colabs #2 and #3
COLABS is a collaborative exchange 
project between fine art students from 
Belgium, Germany and The Netherlands.
 
Three groups consisting of four 
participants from various academies 
worked at Hedah for a period of two 
weeks. Different artists and curators 
visited each group to give feedback and 
stimulate dialogue. This project has been 
developed out of the structural c
ollaboration between Hedah and the 

Fine Art Academy Maastricht (ABKM), 
department Fine Arts. According to the 
participants wish to not only exchange 
works and exhibit together, but to 
actually work with each other. Working at 
Hedah was considered more of an 
experimental situation instead of 
pushing an exhibition, even though a 
working period might eventually result 
in an exhibition or presentation. Every 
second Saturday, at the end of each work 
period, there was a public moment in 
which the participants showed their work 
and reflect upon on it.  

       4.
Sketches of logo’s for Hedah 

       5.
The dynamic logo of Hedah, which is 
been used differently  for the different 
mediums. It also forms different patterns.

       6.
Invitations for Hedah, varying in colour, 
lines and words 

       7.
Picture of the film evening  presented by 
Jan Salden, lecture about the modern 
filmhistory and its codes 

       8.
Poster, film evening 4 – lecture Jan 
Salden 

       9.
Poster, film evening 6 – 

       10.

Poster, film evening 7 – Textfilme

       11.
Picture of the film evening about 
Textfilms in the basement of Hedah 

       12. + 13. 
Exhibition reader, Some profound 
misunderstanding at the heart of what 
is (Curated by Marcel Dickhage and 
Cathleen Schüstler) at Hedah and Jan 
van Eyck. 

       14. 
Poster, exhibition Hallo Apollo , 
Bonjour.... by Maarten Van Roy at Hedah

       15. 
Poster, exhibition Across our Horizons by 
Yuki Okumura at Hedah

       16.
Hedah’s digital archive, tagging system 
at work 

       17.
Matt Mullican, performances overview (17)

       18. 
Matt Mullican, ‘gestures’ list (29)

       19.
Video still from the performance at 
CultureGest, coded  in the gesture 
‘Touching face’/16

       20.
Video still from the performance at 
Whitney, coded  in the gestures 
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‘Touching face’/16 and ‘Screaming’ 8

       21.
Matt Mullican, transcribed (phonetic) 
performance

       22. + 23.
Publication of Hustinx Stichting about 
the project of Matt Mullicans one year In 
Residency at Hedah. 

       24.- 28. 
Exhibition of the archive and coding of 
Matt Mullicans (and my) work. Video’s, 
sketches, codes, drawings.

       29. + 30.  
The coding booklet. It contains all the 
performance video’s in a trimeframe of 
codes  

       31. 
Invitations for Het Huis van Bourgondië

       32. 
Programme booklets (4 a year) for Het 
Huis van Bourgondië

       33. 
Het Huis van Bourgondië, dvd ‘kump 
good’  with the archive. The cover is 
made with offset and embossed foil 
printing. It comes with a coper dvd and 
a glow in the dark button with the text 
‘kump good’.
Due to a subsidy cut of the government, 
Het Huis had to stop their work to give 
young theatre talent a stage.
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       34. 
Poster for GOTRA ballet, Charlie Goes. 
Choreography by Joost Vrouenraets

       35.  
Posters (2/3) for a pitch (1/3) of
 Toneelgroep Maastricht

       36 - 39.  
Brainstudio’s book Kook!, a mindmap 
(no text) cookbook. 

       40. + 41. 
Overview book about 20 years Stichting 
Loss Dance Theater.

       42. - 45. 
Booklet Boarders. Experimental 
approach of boudaries and the loss of 
context.

       46. 
Diverse zines/booklet about a range of 
topics. Some are made out of an 
animation others photographs or collages.

       47.  
Copied zine about the black square (and 
composition). 

       48. 
Zine full with polaroid pictures of travels 

       49. 
Mini cabinet of found objects in the 
surroundings of my house in a paper 
matchbox

       50. 
RISO printed mini folded zine about the 
little things in life 

       51. 
RISO printed cards of the movement 
and forms of melting icecreams

       52. 
Folded zine about rocket lanches to the 
moon

       53.- 54. 
Zine about the group exhibition
 ShopStop at Old Hickory, artists, 
performances, live bands, food, store 
and party

       55.- 57.   
Flipbook newspaper Metro. The pages 
together in a movement form an 
animation about the viewingpoints of 
this specific Metro cover.

       58.- 61. 
Artist’s book, folding and wave 
bookform. Image analyses through 
photgraphs, narratives, timeframe, 
memo’s

       62.  
Mad-porjects, illustrations of animals 
that are recognisable for the 
inhabitants- or living in the environment 
of Ter Engelen. In collaboration with 
Steffie Mathijs.

       63.- 64. 

Poetry bundle for UHasselt and PXL, 
bound with different papersizes

       65.- 72.  
Catalogue of the collection of a 
typesetter’s box full of miniature toys, 
stones, stamps and other things.
With cover, indexes, poster, categories in 
images and texts. 

       73.- 90.  
Book about the identity of the general 
cementary of Maastricht situated at the 
Tongerseweg. 
Photographs are orderd by route in a 
different grid. There is also a map with an 
overview of the different routes.  

       91.- 95. 
Poster exhibition Some profound misun-
derstanding at the heart of what is
(Curated by Marcel Dickhage and 
Cathleen Schüstler) at Hedah and Jan 
van Eyck. 

       96.- 112. 
The Hedah archive 1995-2015 in 
bookform.
The book gives an overview of 20 years 
artist initiative through the collected 
and scanned documents ordered by 
tags. De documents vary in grid structure 
throughout the book due to this 
difference in tags.
At the end of the book there is an textual 
overview of all the images.
The way in which the documents and 
texts are presented is implemented in 
envelops, posters, post cards, business 
cards and a poststamp.
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